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A Rally to Remember GOAL Members Rally - Send Message to Massachusetts Legislators



GOAL Member Yang Li addresses the crowd. Yang has a unique perspective on how important our freedoms are as he was born in China and witnessed firsthand how an out of control government can trample the rights of defenseless citizens.



Gun Owners Action League Rally: ners and a spirit that even the most zealous of anti freedom politicians Tremendous Turnout! could not break. Approximately 1,500 residents of the Commonwealth turned out on Among the many speakers were a clear, cold and very windy day in GOAL’s own Jim Wallace, Jay Beard, downtown Boston exercising their Robert Pepi, and Steve Moysey as first amendment right of free speech well as special guests Yang LI, the in defense of their second amend- Second Amendment Foundation’s Alan Gottlieb and Illinois State Rifle ment right to keep and bear arms. Association’s Rich Pearson. Moysey Several media outlets and helicopproudly claimed “I went from Britters looked on as patriots peaceably ish subject to American Citizen!” formed on the Boston Common as Li likened many of the proposals and continued with a march to the to the actions taken by the Chinese State House. Folks from Pittsfield to government prior to the Tiananmen Provincetown made the trek along Square protests. The call for action with homemade signs and ban-



echoed to 2nd Amendment supporters throughout New England yesterday as Connecticut enacted severe consequences for citizens simply exercising their rights, with felony charges possible for those who do not register lawfully owned standard capacity magazines.



PRESSURE on your State Senator and Representative. Keep up the momentum! GOAL would like to thank everyone in attendance at Yesterday’s rally for their presence and support; we cannot defeat the anti-freedom legislation and politicians without your dedication and participation! Please encourage your friends and family to join GOAL. We are a 100% member funded organization and your voice for 2nd Amendment freedom in Massachusetts.



While the event was a tremendous success, it also underscores the incredible amount of work gun owners in Massachusetts have in the weeks and months ahead. Representative David Linsky (D-Natick) and Governor Deval Patrick have See pages 12-13 for more photos/ made clear their resolve to crimicoverage. nalize an entire class of law abiding citizens just like Connecticut and will not stop until the 2nd Amendment is rendered dead in the Commonwealth. Bills limiting magazine capacity to an arbitrary 7 rounds will effectively ban an entire class of handguns and a forced insurance mandate proposal will rob both low income families of their right to self defense and anyone whom an insurance company denies coverage. With a tremendous amount of support in both halls of the legislature and certainly in the Governor’s office it is imperative to KEEP THE
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Gun Owners’ Action League is the official state firearms association in Massachusetts. We are an association of law-abiding citizens who believe in the basic right of firearms ownership for competition, recreation and self-protection. GOAL works hard to defend the Constitution and the Bill of Rights against those in Massachusetts who wish to infringe upon the freedoms guaranteed by our forefathers. The programs sponsored and developed by Gun Owners’ Action League are supported by competitors, sportsmen, recreational shooters and law enforcement throughout the state. We were formed in 1974 to protect the right to keep and bear arms for lawful purposes in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We are recognized as the state’s premier gun rights association. Why You Should Join GOAL Every intrusion on our gun rights is an intrusion on all rights. The Constitutional rights and freedoms that you enjoy - and may take for granted - are becoming more fragile each day. Secure your rights for yourself, your family and future generations. Join GOAL and become part of the solution today.



Gun Owners’ Action League is a grassroots organization whose members actively participate in the many facets of protecting our Second AmendGun Owners’ Action League - GOAL News “Print Edition” is published ment rights and passing on the shooting sports traditions. monthly and provided as a membership benefit to all classes of memberNo one has any reason to fear the possession of firearms by law-abiding ship who wish to receive it. citizens. GOAL publishes materials to bring the truth about gun ownerSubmissions of original works are welcomed. However the editor reserves ship to the public, the legislature and our members. the right to reject or appropriately edit any submitted material. We also provide courses to new shooters, as well as certification training for Reprint permission is granted provided that appropriate credit is given in those wishing to become firearms instructors. We also provide referrals to instructors around the state. the form of the statement: “Reprinted from GOAL News Print Edition”.



1927A-1 Deluxe with 30 Round Surplus Stick Magazine T1-SMAG (.45ACP) 1927A-1C Lightweight with 30 Round Surplus Stick Magazine T5-SMAG (.45ACP)



Auto-Ordnance 1911A1 WWII Parkerized w/ U.S. Logo Wood Grips 1911PKZSEWMA (.45 ACP)
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Kahr® Arms P9® w/ External Safety & Loaded Chamber Indicator (LCI) KP9093 (9mm)



Join online, at http://goal.org/joingoal.html or use our form on pg. 17



GOAL B.O.D. Meeting Schedule - 2013 GOAL members in good standing are always welcome at GOAL Board of Directors Meetings. All meetings are held at GOAL HQ - Northboro, MA. 6:30 pm. 2013 Schedule: April 18, June 13, August 15, September 12, October 17, November 14.
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P40® w/ External Safety & LCI KP4143 (.40 S&W)



Factory: 130 Goddard Memorial Drive, Worcester, MA 01603 Sales Support & Service: 508-795-3919 / Fax: 508-795-7046 Websites: www.kahr.com | www.auto-ordnance.com



From the Executive Director - Jim Wallace From The Editor - Mike Sweeney Patriot Games by Steve Moysey GOAL Raffles NRA News - National GOAL Rally Coverage GOAL Training Schedule New GOAL Gear GOAL Membership Application The Reloading Bench by Jim Finnerty



GOAL is dedicated to education, safety, training and support of Massachusetts Firearms Owners. Join GOAL Protecting Your Freedom Begins Here! Since 1975, GOAL has represented the interests of the law abiding citizens
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Magnum Research, Inc.:



Factory: 12602 33rd Ave. SW, Pillager, MN 56473 Consumer Sales and Service: 508-635-4273 | Fax: 218-746-3097 Website: www.magnumresearch.com | www.facebook.com/KahrArms



Kahr® Arms PM9® w/ External Safety & LCI PM9093 (9mm) PM40® w/ External Safety & LCI PM4143 (.40 S&W)



PO Box 567/361 W. Main St. Northboro, MA. 01532 Phone: 508-393-5333 Fax: 508-393-5222 http://www.goal.org General e-mail [email protected] News/Communications/Web e-mail: [email protected] Training/Education e-mail: [email protected] Membership/Club e-mail: [email protected] Gun Owners’ Action League is the official Massachusetts state association of the National Rifle Association.



Follow Us Online!



Alan Gottlieb of the SAF addresses attendees of GOAL’s 2A Rally, look for our photo essay on pg. 10-11
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From the Executive Director By Jim Wallace - GOAL Executive Director sensible gun control. The big deception though is their denial of confiscation. Technically the legislative proposals don’t mention the government taking anything from us, but let’s look at a few things. S.1126 “An Act Relative to Firearms and Firearms Violence” filed by Senator Creem. Ignoring the incorrect title since firearm means handgun in Massachusetts law, let’s look at Section 5. This particular section would make it illegal to sell, purchase, rent, lease or possess a .50 BMG rifle or .50 BMG cartridge. While the section does not mention “confiscation” it state that mere possession of the rifle or cartridge could result in a 10 year prison sentence.



club. First of all there is only one “licensed” club in the Commonwealth. The next issue is that appears that the only way to purchase these items would only be through the club. Again, there is no “confiscation” mentioned, but you clearly would not be able to maintain your property in your own home. Violation would bring into play the penalty clauses of MGL c. 269 up to 10 years in prison.



it, then why would I want to get rid of it? Their response is that you would be violating the law and you would be prosecuted. OK, but after I am prosecuted can I still keep things since the government won’t be confiscating them? Well, no because now you would be a prohibited person and you won’t be allowed to possess anything. We said we won’t confiscate anything from lawful gun owners. It is a vicious circle of terminology that in the end means lawful people will be treated like criminals if they wish to maintain their lawfully purchased property.



8 ft. Tables For Both Days Are $75.00 Each



Mid-Hudson Promotions Inc. PO BOX 406 - MAHOPAC FALLS, NY 10542



DEALER INFO (914) 248-1000



Discounts: www.northeastgunshows.com



second “post ban” magazine would be punishable by 20 years in prison. These are just a few examples of the A pretty high price to pay for posnew shell game that is being played. session of an inert item by a lawfulThe new mantra of “no confisca- ly licensed gun owner. The section tion” we are just saying you can’t also adds language dealing with furhave it. Of course that leads to other questions. For instance, if the gov- Contd. Page 15 ernment is not going to confiscate
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From the Editor By Mike Sweeney At a campaign rally in Columbia, Missouri on October 30, 2008 then candidate for President, Senator Barack Obama promised that he would “fundamentally transform America”. Five days later he was elected as the 44th President of the United States of America.



Section 11 of the same bill would amend the License to Carry Laws in The irony of those statements just MGL c. 140, sec. 131 to make it illereeked of a shell game. The very or- gal for a licensed citizen to purchase, ganizations that spent millions of rent, lease, borrow, possess or carry dollars trying to defeat those cases any assault weapon, large-capacity are now trying to use them as a pos- weapon, or large capacity feeding itive step forward for what they call device unless they are at a licensed H.3253 “An Act to Reduce Gun Violence and to Protect the Citizens of the Commonwealth” filed by Rep. Linsky is yet another case in point. Section 1 of the legislation removes the language that allows a holder of a Class A License to Carry to purchase, rent, lease, borrow, possess Sat 9-5 and carry large capacity weapons Sun 9-3 and feeding devices. The language does not actually mention banning or confiscation, it just takes away Problems with Increasing Penalties. the law that allowed them to be pos- Massachusetts State Senator Eisessed under the license. leen Donoghue (pictured above) of H.47 “An Act to Strengthen and En- Lowell has filed S.1131 “An Act Inhance Firearms Laws in the Com- creasing the Penalties for the Illegal monwealth” filed by the Governor Possession of Firearms”. This legisis also as clear as mud. Section 24 lation seeks to make more amendof the bill changes the definition of ments to the current gun laws in large capacity magazine in MGL c. Massachusetts. 140 sec. 131M to mean: “…a large Section 1 of the bill would amend capacity feeding device that such per- the so-called assault weapon and son lawfully possessed before the effec- large capacity law in MGL c. 140, I-91 NORTH TO EXIT 3, TAKE ROUTE 5 NORTH TO 147 WEST, 1 MILE tive date of this act that has a capaci- sec. 131M by drastically increasing ty of, or that can readily be restored or the penalties for violation. Under converted to accept, more than seven this proposal the possession of a but no more than ten rounds of am- single “post ban” magazine (anymunition, where such device contains thing that will accept more than more than seven rounds of ammuni- ten rounds for a rifle) would bring tion.” Then in section 25 demands a mandatory minimum term of imthat any magazines previously prisonment in the state prison for owned not fitting this new defini- not less than 2 years nor more than ON DISPLAY AND FOR SALE tion must be disposed of within one 20 years, and a fine of not less than MILITARY FIREARMS AND OTHER WEAPONS / FLAGS year of the passage of the bill. HISTORICAL ITEMS / AMMO / UNIFORMS / MILITARY SURPLUS $1000 nor more than $10,000. A AND RELATED ITEMS / MILITARY BADGES MEDALS / PATCHES
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What’s the real agenda here?



The Confiscation Shell Game If you have not noticed yet there is a new game the anti-Second Amendment crowd is playing. In some cases it is subtle and overlooked by the media and the general public. When attending many of the “gun violence” forums that are popping up all around the state the new mantra is that “no one is talking about confiscation” or “none of these proposals include the government taking your property”. I took part in one such forum where John Rosenthal of Stop Handgun Violence told the crowd that the federal cases of Heller and McDonald ruled that the Second Amendment is a civil right so confiscation is off the table. He spoke of this in manner of which he was pleased that with those rulings in place the arguments of confiscations are done away with and the NRA could longer use it as a socalled scare tactic.



April 2013



During his initial campaign there were hints of what was to come, there was the comment he made at a Pennsylvania campaign stop in April of 2008 in which he smeared rural Americans as being bitter and “clinging to their guns and religion”. Then after his election in 2009 the constant chatter started emanating from the MSM about “crime guns” in Mexico being traced to the U.S. Interestingly enough, within months of that constant hammering by the press, the Fast & Furious story broke, the investigation ensued and the talk about Mexican crime guns stopped entirely. No coincidence there.



sons, especially after our President said, (p) “nothing to see here, nothing to worry about” then closed the case for his buddy Attorney General Holder with an unprecedented and unconstitutional “Executive Privilege” order which sealed the documents requested by the investigating committee. To this day many questions remain unanswered and those that ask run into dead ends, so much for the most transparent administration ever. (How many times has this guy completely disregarded our Constitution now anyways?) Not much happened in the remaining years of President Obama’s first Presidency, there was the occasional story, most often centered on hearsay like the “we’re working on gun control below the radar” quote supposedly said to the Brady Campaign, but not much came of that during “Obama 44”.



Ding ding! Start round 2 – “Obama 45”. There was no doubt that the Fast & Furious was blocked, obfus- topic of “gun control” would be cated, and set aside like Obama’s front and center for the 2012 Presibuddy Jay-Z brushes dirt off his dential campaign, the Republicans shoulder and the story that seem- all tried to one up each other, talkingly never ended has been slowly ing about how much they respect asphyxiating in a civil suit since. This the Second Amendment, and the is frustrating for a number of rea- Democrats all stuck to the usual



Old Colony Sportsmen’s Association, Inc Take A Lesson With one of our NRA Certified Instructors!



We Welcome New Members!



159 Forrest Street, P.O. Box 523, Pembroke, MA 02359 781 293- 9980 www.old-colony.org



sl gun shop



born in HI, raised by parents all over the world and then spent most We pretty much knew going into of his adult life in the bubble of acaElection Day where we were headdemia simply doesn’t know better. ing should President Obama be reHe sees guns and he thinks “weapelected. on, crime, murder, bad”. To him As predicted by many, he won runthey are a symbol of evil, “weapning away and we were off to the ons for the battlefields of war” and races again so to speak, this time it shouldn’t be owned by Americans was the Obama administration racbecause in his enlightened opinion, ing for lots and lots of new gun con“we don’t need them”. trol law and those that care about American freedom, safety and tra- We the “clingers” know better. Why do you ask? Simple, for the most dition racing to stop him. part we’re the ones who are carryThis would be his fundamental ing those rifles on the battlefields of transformation defined. war. We learned about guns, tradiDisarming law abiding Americans tion and love of country because we and banning guns would be the pen- were raised here in America with a ultimate piece of his agenda puzzle, love for our country, we don’t cling enabling him and those that follow to guns, we cling to our freedom him to enact real control over the and we know the difference. American people in ways that we There is no evidence of any kind to have never seen. support the “gun control” agenda. Sandy Hook literally poured gasoYet President Obama and his “conline onto the gun control fire and trol crowd” continue on their quest before we knew it politicians across of transformation and disarmathe country were making a gross ment. We the people have to do evmistake, filing and even worse, passerything in our power to stop them ing new legislation while still in a cold. They have the media and literfull throated uproar in the wake of ally billions of dollars on their side. such a shocking tragedy. We have the truth and the bulk of the American people on ours. Transforming America begins. “common sense” sound bites.



President Obama didn’t misspeak when he said he did not want to “fundamentally transform” the United States, nor did he misspeak when he belittled rural Americans calling them “bitter clingers”.



The Second Amendment has always had enemies in our government and interestingly enough those that most vehemently oppose American citizens and our Right to Keep and Bear Arms often times represent districts comprised of citizens who



That’s exactly how he sees a majority of Americans. A man who was Contd. Page 17
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By Dr. Steve Moysey



There is a good reason why manufactures such as Glock provide standard capacity magazines with 17 rounds for the popular law enforcement G22 handgun and I’ll explain why. In a lethal force critical encounter, physiological and psychological forces come into play that impact even the most highly trained shooter in a negative fashion. The body becomes flooded with adrenaline in the fight or flight response, heart rate goes through the roof, tunnel vision kicks in, time perception is stretched out and auditory exclusion changes the way we hear things. Marksmanship takes a nosedive and the sad truth is that, nationally, law enforcement officers will miss with 60 – 80% of their shots in such an encounter, so more rounds in a magazine is tactically safer than fewer1. The same can happen to a law abiding civilians



shooter during a reload3. It must be remembered that in an active shooter situation, where the killer By way of a graphic example, a has picked a gun free zone, this is mother of nine-year old twins in psychologically and psychologically Georgia this past January was faced different from a law enforcement with a determined home invad- or civilian facing a lethal force ener. Despite hiding herself and her counter. The perpetrator may have twins in an upstairs closet, the in- rehearsed his actions, such as retruder, armed with a crowbar and loading, over and over again to the ransacking the house, found them. point of near expert levels. The mother, armed with a six-shot The tests used a 20 round AR15 .38 special revolver, shot at the at- magazine first, with the shooter tacker from a close range, hitting making aimed shots at multiple tarhim with five of the six rounds; four gets until the magazine was depletin the face and one in the neck. He ed. Over several runs, the shooters was still able to flee the scene and average time was 12.16 seconds. The drive a short distance before passing test was repeated with two 10 round out. If he had been that bit more de- magazines, requiring the shooter termined, angry or high, or he had to reload once during the course of an accomplice, the story may have fire. The time taken to complete the ended tragically for the three family 20 aimed shots averaged to 10.73 members2. In a defensive situation, seconds – less than the 20 round more rounds are better than fewer, magazines. The time to reload was as avoiding manipulating the gun so short a runner placed 25 feet and magazine to reload, during the from the shooter was unable to get immense stress of such a situation, even halfway before the gun was is preferable scenario. back in action.



THE B



FF L E A R NU A L



The standard magazine for say an AR15 is thirty rounds of .223 Remington ammunition. For some campus police departments in Worcester, their standard duty handgun is a Glock 22 semi-automatic, chambered for the .40 caliber Smith and Wesson round in a magazine with a 17 round capacity. Many on the gun control debate would argue that 30 and 17 rounds are too many for a law abiding civilian to own, but what constitutes too many rounds in a firearm and who gets to decide? The old adage is that it’s the bad guys in a firefight that determine how many rounds you need! Limiting civilians to an arbitrary number of rounds, such as seven or ten, limits their ability in a self-defensive situation, as the bad guys (aka criminals) do not abide by the law and so are going to use the higher capacity magazines no matter what the law says.



GOAL Raffles! Two Great Ways To Support GOAL!



who may be forced to use a lower capacity magazine due to an arbitrary limitation placed by law. This only makes them more vulnerable in a threat situation and does nothing to increase public safety. So what? Well, real life is not what Hollywood tells us how guns and ammunition work. Bad guys don’t always drop when shot, unless a round strikes the central nervous system or compromises the skeletal frame. Violent criminals can and do keep going, even when shot multiple times, and may overpower and kill a victim that is faced with a now empty firearm. Reloading is not always an option in a lethal force encounter, so reducing available round count only increases tactical vulnerability and may allow a fatally wounded attacker to overpower and kill their target.
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While the pro-control groups insist on incorrectly calling a magazine a “clip”, which drives me up the wall, there is even less understanding as to the logic behind magazine capacity in the groups calling for their restriction. As we all know, and as I explained to a class of college students last week, a magazine is a box like device with a spring loaded floor plate that stores and feeds ammunition to the loading mechanism of a firearm, which can be a pistol or rifle. In the simplest terms, it is a removable reservoir of ammunition for the firearm.
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Patriot Games I have been doing a lot of talking on “gun control” panels and debates of late. One of the topics that keep coming up is the whole argument around so called high capacity magazines, so I thought I’d delve into that topic for this month’s column.
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GOAL Big Bang Annual Raffle Winners! 1. Mossberg ATR Night Train IV .308 Rifle - Clarence B. 2. Savage 111 L.R. Hunter .338 Lapua - Sam K. from Orange 3. Mossberg Flex Series 590 Tactical Shotgun - Phil H. from Lee 4. Savage 116 Bear Hunter 300 Win Mag - Matt M. from W. Roxbury all respondents (95 percent) said that a federal ban on manufacture and sale of ammunition magazines that hold more than 10 rounds would not reduce violent crime and would, in fact, increase the vulnerability of law abiding gun owners in a lethal force encounter4. So, based on the available data and research, we can make the argument that the act of reducing magazine capacity to some arbitrary number would do nothing to stop mass shootings, as criminals would ignore the restriction anyway, while law abiding citizens would be at a tactical disadvantage in a self-defense situation.



5. Smith & Wesson Governor .45 & 410 - Chris H. from Raynham Prize: One (1) 2013 Polaris Ranger 500 EFI with custom GOAL graphics 6. Smith & Wesson Model 629 .44 Revolver - Robert P. from Florence courtesy of Higgins Motorsports We have called all of the above named winners! Drawing will be held May 18, 2013 at Cabin Fever Game Dinner Tickets: $10 each, 3/$20, 10/$50. Drawing will be held May 18, 2013. You need not be present GOAL would like to thank everyone who helped support freedom by purto win. Odds determined by number of tickets sold. All federal and state gun laws apply. All chasing a ticket and congratulates the lucky winners. prizes are to be claimed within 30 days from the drawing.



GOAL Minute Man Ranger Raffle



We would also like to thank Mossberg, Smith & Wesson and Savage for the continued support.



Drawing May 18, 2013



So, hands off our magazines!! (Endnotes)



Ticket Qty: 1 for $10.00 3 for $20.00 10 for $50.00



1. Officer-Involved Shootings: What We Didn’t Know Has Hurt Us http://www.theppsc.org/Staff_Views/ Aveni/OIS.pdf 2.http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/ georgia-mom-shoots-home-intruder-face-article-1.1234400 3. Sherriff explains the absurdity of proposed magazine bans : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qajoxi63xs



Pro-gun control advocates cite the In a recent survey of 15,00 active 4 . h t t p : / / w w w . p o l i c e o n e . c o m / p c _ p r i n t . flawed notion that by limiting the law enforcement officers, virtually asp?vid=6183787 capacity of a magazine, an active shooter engaged in a mass shooting in a gun free zone, such as a school, Have you been would be forced to reload more denied an LTC? often. This, they argue, will slow Has an old conviction, down the carnage and may allow an minor Þrearms conviction unarmed potential victim to overor a minor drug offense power the shooter while they are caused you to lose your changing magazines. This is based LTC/FID? on the example where mass killer Jared Loughner dropped his fresh We may be able to help, email [email protected], magazine on the ground from his include the reason the PD supplied for denial. pants pocket and was then tackled by bystanders before he could reComm2A has multiple pending cases in federal court in an effort to load. Believing this would always ensure state Þrearms law treats all lawful residents equally and fairly. be the case is a recipe for getting innocent people in harm’s way. www.comm2a.org Tests conducted by the Boone Comm2A is a non-proÞt public charity organized [email protected] County, Illinois, Sherriff ’s departunder section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue (617) 942-0660 ment revealed some interesting recode. Contributions made to Comm2A are fully PO Box 301398 tax deductible and always welcome. sults on both reduced capacity magJamaica Plain, MA 02130 azines and time to disrupt an active



New Address: Gun Owners’ Action League 361 W. Main St. / PO Box 567 Northboro, Massachusetts 01532 508-393-5333 www.goal.org
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NRA News - National Statement from Chris W. Cox on U.S. Senate Defeat of ManchinToomey-Schumer Amendment Today, the misguided ManchinToomey-Schumer proposal failed in the U.S. Senate. This amendment would have criminalized certain private transfers of firearms between honest citizens, requiring lifelong friends, neighbors and some family members to get federal government permission to exercise a fundamental right or face prosecution. As we have noted previously, expanding background checks, at gun shows or elsewhere, will not reduce violent crime or keep our kids safe in their schools.



firearms by honest citizens, requiring friends, neighbors and many family members to get government permission to exercise a fundamental right or face prosecution. The NRA is unequivocally opposed to S. 649.



In addition, the NRA will oppose any amendments offered to S. 649 that restrict fundamental Second Amendment freedoms; including, but not limited to, proposals that would ban commonly and lawfully owned firearms and magazines or criminalize the private transfer of firearms through an expansion of background checks. This includes the misguided “comproThe NRA will continue to work mise” proposal drafted by Senawith Republicans and Democrats tors Joe Manchin, Pat Toomey and who are committed to protecting Chuck Schumer. As we have noted our children in schools, prosecut- previously, expanding background ing violent criminals to the fullest checks, at gun shows or elsewhere, extent of the law, and fixing our will not reduce violent crime or keep broken mental health system. We our kids safe in their schools. Given are grateful for the hard work and the importance of these issues, votes leadership of those Senators who on all anti-gun amendments or prochose to pursue meaningful solu- posals will be considered in NRA’s tions to our nation’s most pressing future candidate evaluations. problems. Rather than focus its efforts on re___________________________ stricting the rights of America’s 100 million law-abiding gun owners, Letter from NRA Institute for Legthere are things Congress can do to islative Action Executive Director fix our broken mental health system; Chris Cox to the United States Senincrease prosecutions of violent ate On Background Checks criminals; and make our schools April 10, 2013 safer. During consideration of S. 649, should one or more amendDear Senator, ments be offered that adequately I am writing regarding the National address these important issues Rifle Association’s position on sev- while protecting the fundamental eral firearms-related proposals un- rights of law-abiding gun owners, the NRA will offer our enthusiastic der consideration in the Senate. support and consider those votes in S. 649, the “Safe Communities, Safe our future candidate evaluations as Schools Act of 2013”, introduced well. on March 21, contains a number of provisions that would unfairly We hope the Senate will replace the infringe upon the Second Amend- current provisions of S. 649 with ment rights of law-abiding gun language that is properly focused owners. This legislation would on addressing mental health inadcriminalize the private transfer of equacies; prosecuting violent crimi-



nals; and keeping our kids safe in their schools. Should it fail to do so, the NRA will make an exception to our standard policy of not “scoring” procedural votes and strongly oppose a cloture motion to move to final passage of S. 649. Sincerely, Chris W. Cox ___________________________ Survey Finds Law Enforcement United Against Gun Control 99 Percent Believe “Assault Weapons” Ban is Not Most Important Measure to Stop Mass Shootings FAIRFAX, Va. – PoliceOne.com released today the results of an extensive survey of about 15,000 active and retired law enforcement officers of all ranks and from departments ranging in size from less than 25 to more than 1,000. These results strongly show that law enforcement officers do not support President Obama’s gun control agenda. They do, however, strongly support the Right-to-Carry by lawabiding Americans. The survey respondents are united in their desire for politicians to focus on keeping firearms out of the hands of the mentally ill and to reject unconstitutional gun control measures that infringe on Second Amendment rights. “The American people, and particularly the members of law enforcement, want politicians in Washington to stop pursuing a failed political agenda and get to work fixing our broken mental health system, improving school security, and getting criminals off the streets,” said the executive director of NRA’s Institute for Legislative Action, Chris W. Cox. The following are some key findings:
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GOAL News - Print Edition GOAL Newsbits - Another busy month for GOAL GOAL Excluded from MA. “Gun Control” Task Force • 99 percent said policies other than an “assault weapons” ban are most important to prevent mass shootings. • Almost 96 percent said that a ban on standard capacity magazines would not reduce violent crime. • More than 91 percent stated that the use of a firearm in the commission of a crime should have stiff, mandatory sentences, and no plea-bargains. • More than 91 percent stated they supported the Right-to-Carry by law abiding Americans. • More than 81 percent said that “gun buy-backs” do not reduce gun violence. • 80 percent believe legally armed citizens can reduce casualties in incidents of mass violence. • Nearly 80 percent said that a ban on private transfers of firearms between law-abiding citizens would not reduce violent crime. • More than 76 percent indicated that legally armed citizens are important to reducing crime. • More than 76 percent support the arming of trained and qualified teachers or administrators who volunteer to carry a firearm. • More than 70 percent said that a ban on “assault weapons” would not reduce violent crime. • More than 70 percent opposed the idea of a national registry of legal gun sales. • Nearly 68 percent said magazine capacity restrictions would negatively affect them personally. • More than 60 percent said that the passage of Obama’s gun control legislation would not improve officer safety.



scottmalkasian owner



Firearms, ammunition sales, transFers and lots oF other Fun products



33 pullman street worcester, ma 01606 www.pullmanarms.com ( t ) 508.926.8730 ( f ) 508.853.0843 [email protected]



Thanks again Peter! Our good friend Peter Saniuk (pictured above at left with Jim Wallace) stepped up huge once again this month organizing a bus for the membership of Worcester Pistol & Rifle Club to take to our Rally on the Common. Peter, we appreciate all of your hard work! GOAL Exec. Director Jim Wallace and GOAL V.P. Steve Moysey took part in a bunch of “gun violence” discussions this month, providing much needed balance. GOAL is encouraging a new plan for these public forums and we’re asking our members to work with your friends and neighbors to “pre-game” before these events occur and organize questions that will achieve success. It’s a simple plan that goes like this: Control the Discussion. Instead of asking the anti-gunner questions and thereby giving them more floor time to discuss their agenda, we want to switch tactics and ask the pro 2A person in attendance lots of “teed up” questions, essentially giving them the floor for as long as the questions are asked, and in that way controlling the discussion.



• The Republican • Sentinel & Enterprise Speaking of the Rally: THANK YOU! The GOAL Staff would like to thank everyone that took the time to attend our Rally for Second Amendment Rights on Wednesday! We know that you all have busy lives, jobs and commitments, we really appreciate those of you that took the time to stand with us for our Second Amendment Rights, and especially to those that organized transportation in order to make it easier for others to attend. The feedback that we have received from the State House, the Parks Dept. and the City of Boston has been very positive, we definitely made a great and very positive impression.



Seen on GOAL’s Facebook: “Quick, somebody send us a link to a story If you can, ask the pro 2A person about a crime thwarted by backquestions which will let him/her ground checks or gun registration... take apart all of the anti 2A bills, Thought so.” proposals and ideas with real facts. Nothing will frustrate them more. GOAL all over the news. Our Rally for Second Amendment Rights on the Boston Common was covered by every major media outlet in Boston and many beyond. Here’s just a partial list of the media outlets that covered it: • WCVB - TV 5 Boston • CBS TV 4 Boston • WHDH - TV 7 Boston • Fox TV 25 Boston • New England Cable News (NECN) • WGGB - TV 40 • Boston Globe/Boston.com • Associated Press (VIA Boston Herald) • Charlestown Patch • Worcester T&G • State House News Service (VIA Gloucester Times) • WWLP TV - 22



Massachusetts House Speaker An- might take up to five months before the panel makes recommendations, nounces Gun Control Task Force perhaps even longer. The Speaker On Wednesday, March 13, 2013 commented that he hoped no legMassachusetts Speaker of the House islative hearings would take place Robert DeLeo announced the membefore the panel had completed bers of his gun law task force. The its work and made its recommenSpeaker stated earlier in the year dations. He also alluded that it’s that he wanted to put together a primary concern was the issue of panel to review the states gun laws mental illness and firearms and has and come up with any suggestions. chosen the people accordingly. Several weeks ago the Speaker had The State House News Service did announced that Northeastern Unicontact GOAL to ask us if we were versity Associate Dean Jack McDedisappointed in not being included vitt would chair the task force. The in the panel. The Service published latest announcement finalized the the following quote in their article. task force with the following indiJim Wallace, executive director of viduals: the Gun Owners Action League of • General Robert Cerasoli, Former Massachusetts, said he did not exMassachusetts and Louisiana pect to be appointed by DeLeo. “It’s Inspector. always nice to be part of the table, • Paul Dakin, Revere School but the thought process probably was if they included us they would Superintendent. • David Hemenway, Harvard have had to include someone like Stop Handgun Violence and that Professor of Health Policy. • John Herman, Associate Chief doesn’t help the situation,” Wallace of the Psychiatry Department at said, his only major concern being Massachusetts General Hospital. McDevitt’s recent participation in • Natick Chief of Police James gun control panel discussions while Hicks, who is also the president leading a supposedly impartial task of the Massachusetts Chiefs of force. Police Association. There has been no word on how the • Marylou Sudders Boston College task force will proceed as to whether Associate Professor, Chairs they will hold open hearings/meetthe Health and Mental Health ings and/or call for testimony from program at Boston College’s experts. GOAL will alert our memGraduate School of Social Work. bers as information becomes avail• Raffi Yessayan, the former chief able. of the gang unit in the Suffolk County District Attorney’s office. In a recent news article about the task force Speaker DeLeo said it



Edward George & Associates



We concentrate in civil litigation representing closely held businesses including negotiation and court appearances in matters involving real estate, business, contracts and environmental disputes. We also concentrate in representing individuals and families in trust and probate (estate) litigation and administration and personal injury claims. We advise small businesses, clubs and associations regarding compliance with regulations, risk management, employment and related issues. We serve as general counsel to a number of corporations, LLC’s and partnerships.



Congratulations Deb! We presented Deb Grumbach of WestfordPro2A with our President’s Award for Service at the GOAL Rally for 2A Rights. Deb graciously accepted the award on behalf of everyone that worked with her to defeat the Westford ban. See last month’s issue for more on that.



110 Florence Street, 2nd Floor PO Box 393 Malden, MA 02148 Tel: 781-322-7575 Fax: 781-322-1555 email: [email protected] www.edgeorgelaw.com
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GOAL News - Print Edition GOAL’s Rally in Pictures - Full Coverage of a Great Day.
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GOAL News - Print Edition GOAL’s Rally in Pictures - Full Coverage of a Great Day.



“From Subject to Citizen.” GOAL V.P. Dr. Steve Moysey addresses the Rally and discusses his love for America. GOAL Members showed up in droves and we had some great homemade signs which we love to see as they send such a strong message to our legislators and to the media present. GOAL Executive Director Jim Wallace was swarmed by Boston media outlets prior to the rally start at one point there were two news helicpoters overhead.



We had a bunch of “I’m with GOAL” signs ready for the Rally and they were very popular with everyone in attendance.



Making a stand. GOAL would like to thank all of the attendees who not only took the time to attend, but prepared signs and made an appointment to speak with their legislators.



GOAL Executive Director Jim Wallace was on fire addressing the crowd, among the best moments - “OK, everyone push together so I can take a picture and show the media what “dozens of people” look like”.



With GOAL President Jay Beard looking on, GOAL Member Jake Green, son of GOAL Director of Education Jon Green, kicked the Rally off in grand style by reading the Second Amendment. The crowd in attendance joined him in finishing the last bit - “SHALL NOT BE INFRINGED”!



We peacefully gathered celebrating freedom in the cradle of liberty. The view of the stage from the back of the crowd.



On the way to the State House. At the conclusion of the speaking portion of the Rally the attendees proceeded to the State House to meet with their legislators. The line, which stretched all the way across the Common made a great statement.
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GOAL News - Print Edition GOAL Member - Rally Report Thanks to Ron Amidon of Otter River Sportsmen’s Club for this report.



GOAL Asks Governor Patrick for EOPS Oversight.
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GOAL Training GOAL Training Schedule: 2013



3/22/13 Gun Owners’ Action League has contacted the office of Governor Deval Patrick today via formal letter asking that he correct recent erroneous statements made by the state of Massachusetts Executive Office of Public Safety and Security (EOPS). This week, it came to GOAL’s attention that EOPS had released incorrect information regarding Massachusetts laws which regulate the possession of large capacity feeding devices also known as “magazines”. Here is the letter: Jim Wallace Otter River Sportsmen’s Club Members pose with State Senator Stephen M. Brewer (D) of Barre MA. Senator Brewer is Chair of Senate Ways and Means and is A+ Rated by GOAL



Executive Director Gun Owners’ Action League



GOAL 2-A Rally



Up, and Vote for our rights as sportsmen and sportswomen. While there the ORSC was invited by Senator Steven Brewer to meet with him in his Senate of Ways and Means conference room to discuss gun rights and the responsibilities that come along with gun ownership. The “Good Senator” was very responsive and provided us with wise advice, to do what is right and responsible at all times. Senator Brewer expressed his appreciation for so many to take the time to show up and speak up and assured us he would advise his peers of our concerns. The ORSC would like to thank Jim Wallace, his staff, and the GOAL organization for organizing this well attended and informative event.



The Otter River Sportsmen’s Club were very proud to be in attendance at the GOAL 2-A Rally held on the Boston Common on 4/3/2013. We made arraignments through the Wilson Bus Line company who provided us with a luxury bus for a steeply discounted price to make the trip. The ORSC had approximately 30 persons make the trip down to the very well attended rally for gun owners’ rights. GOAL provided many great speakers from a wide range of groups with similar interests. The over whelming message was that the right to own a gun is a personal right that needs to be defended on all fronts from those that would attempt to infringe upon the second amendment rights. Their message was clear that complaining Respectfully, about anti-gun groups will not help; it is responsible, respectful action Ron Amidon, GOAL Delegate from pro-gun groups and individuOtter River Sportsmen’s club als that will protect our rights. We must continue to Speak Up, Show



Talking things over. There is no better way to communicate with your legislator than to meet with them face to face. GOAL would like to thank everyone from Otter River and Senator Brewer for taking the time to discuss the issues at hand. This is a great example of democracy in action.



MGL c. 140, sec 123: Clauses Eighteenth to Twenty-first, inclusive, of the first paragraph shall not apply to: (a) any firearm lawfully owned or possessed under a license issued under this chapter on or before October 21, 1998 As further evidence, MGL c. 140, sec 131M was amended in Chapter 150 of the Acts of 2004 “An Act Further Regulating Certain Weapons” July 1, 2004. Among several amendments to the Commonwealth’s gun laws, the legislature did not feel the need to include language limiting possession of large capacity feeding devices to be in Massachusetts prior to 1994.



www.goal.org



The second concern is that an agency is claiming to have the authority to March 18, 2013 interpret law. It is our understandGovernor Deval Patrick ing that interpretations of law are the purview of the Massachusetts State House, Room 360 Attorney General or the Courts of Boston, MA 02133 the Commonwealth. If there could RE: Current laws regarding large be any argument made regarding the authority to promulgate regulacapacity feeding devices tions, there certainly could be none Dear Governor, made for inserting language that It has come to the attention of Gun simply does not exist. Owners’ Action League that the ExWith the evidence clear that the ecutive Office of Public Safety and opinion offered by EOPSS staff beSecurity (EOPSS) is providing mising factually incorrect we request information to the public regarding that your office issue a letter corthe current large capacity feeding recting the information. This letter device laws. Current Massachusetts should contain the representation law states the following: of the law that persons properChapter 140, Section 131M. No per- ly licensed can sell, offer for sale, son shall sell, offer for sale, transfer transfer or possess a large capacor possess an assault weapon or a ity feeding device that was lawfully large capacity feeding device that possessed on September 13, 1994. was not otherwise lawfully posWe thank you for your quick attensessed on September 13, 1994… tion to this problem and hope that On Monday, March 18, 2013 I was as Governor you would agree proforwarded an email or internet viding misinformation regarding posting from Elisabeth Ryan from firearms greatly reduces the credibility of the agency. EOPSS stating the following: “EOPSS and FRB interpret MGL c. Sincerely, 140, sec 131M to say that the large James L. Wallace capacity magazine had to be lawfully possessed in Massachusetts on Executive Director 9/13/94. Otherwise it is illegal.” Cc: James E. Timilty, Senate The first concern is that this state- Chair Joint Committee on Public ment is factually incorrect. There Safety and Homeland Security, Haris no mention in sec. 131M of be- old P. Naughton Jr., House Chair ing possessed in Massachusetts Joint Committee on Public Safety and there is no evidence that there and Homeland Security, Kenneth J. was ever legislative intent to do so. Donnelly, Senate Chair Joint ComThere is actually clear evidence to mittee on State Administration and the contrary given by MGL c. 140, Regulatory Oversight, Peter V. Kosec 123 dealing with handgun sales. cot, House Chair Joint Committee That statute passed in the same leg- on State Administration and Reguislation in 1998 clearly shows its latory Oversight, Richard T. Moore, intent by including only firearms Senate President Pro Tempore, possessed under a Massachusetts li- George N. Peterson, Jr., House Assistant Minority Leader cense.



Course



Date



Tuition



Time



The Art of Concealed Carry in Massachusetts



April 25, June 20, August 22, October 24, December 5



Members $75.00 / Non-Members $125.00



5:30 - 10:00 PM



Basic Metallic Cartridge Reloading with Jim Finnerty (2 Night Classes)



June 25-26 (weekday nights), October 12



Members $110.00 /Non-Members $140.00



5:30 PM - 10:00 PM



Basic Pistol Course (NRA LTC002)



April 30, May 13, May 23, May 28, June 27, July 30, September 5, October 10, October 22, November 19, December 3, December 17



Members $95.00 / Non-Members $145.00



9:30 AM - 6:30 PM



BFS Primer Course for State Certified Instructors



September 24, November 26



Members $35.00 / Non-Members $65.00



12:00 - 4:00 PM (Sunday Class) 6:00 - 9:00 PM (Weeknights)



Combat Focus Shooting with Rob Pincus



September 14-15 SOLD OUT



Members Only $350.00 (Sign Ups begin 1/2/12)



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Combat Focus Shooting Advanced Pistol Handling with Rob Pincus



September 16-17



Members Only $350.00 (Sign Ups begin 1/2/12)



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Combat Focus Shooting (Carbine) with Rob Pincus



September 18



Members Only $200.00



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Everyday Carry (EDC) Skills & Knowledge - New Class!



June 18, July 16, August 20, October 1



Members $125.00 / Non-Members $155.00



9:30 AM - 5:30 PM



Instructor Course: NRA Basic Pistol and Home Firearm Safety



April 19 - 21, November 15 - 17



Members $295.00 / Non-Members $450.00



TBA



Intro to IDPA



May 7, September 11, September 28, October 15



Members $65.00 / Non-Members $95.00



9:30 Am - 5:30 PM



Intro to the Modern Sporting Rifle - AR15



May 21, July 2, September 3, November 5



Members $75.00 / Non-Members $105.00



9:30 Am - 5:30 PM



MA Gun Law for Citizens



Saturday - March 2 (12:00 - 3:00 pm) April 6 , June 11, July 23, Sept. 19, Oct. 29 (6:00 - 9:00 pm)



Members $20.00 / Non-Members $50.00



12:00 - 3:00 PM (Saturday Class)



Rifle Cartridge Reloading with Jim Finnerty



April 24, September 10



Members $80.00 / Non-Members $110.00



5:30 PM - 10:00 PM



Secrets of Concealed Carry Snub with Michael de Bethencourt



TBA



Members $250.00 / Non-Members $290.00



9:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Utah Non-Resident CCW



June 6, September 26, November 21



Members $80.00/ Non-Members $110.00



12:00 - 4:30 (Sunday Class) 5:30 PM - 10:00 PM (Weeknights)



(This is an advanced class open only to graduates of a Combat Focus Shooting Program.)



6:00 PM - 9:00 PM (Weeknights)
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GOAL News - Print Edition Now that we have seen the passage of several anti-freedom gun laws in bordering states the question remains, how will imprisoning the inevitably non compliant gun owner stop another insane individual from perpetrating a mass shooting? The answer is clear, it will not. Few media pundits realize the actual implications of new laws, and the sad reality is that dozens, perhaps more, folks will now find themselves drowning in the legal system for “unregistered” magazines or not having a state issued permission slip for their .22 ammo. It is inconceivable that politicians can so flagrantly violate the Constitution under the guise of public safety and summarily design ineffective emotionally driven legislation that offers no real solution. Needless to say, Governors Malloy and Cuomo adhere to Rahm Emmanuel’s adage “never let a tragedy



go to waste” and now the citizens of NY and CT have to wade through a new confusing legal framework. In several states and on a national level several far more pragmatic solutions have been offered, including allowing concealed carry by public school officials duly licensed and/ or appropriating funds for trained former military and police presence at schools. As has been said simply, “the best way to stop a bad guy with a gun is a good guy with a gun.”
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GOAL News - Print Edition The Confiscation Shell Game Continued from page 4



Justin’s Take - Editorial by Justin Stasiowski Evaluating the Next Steps: Gun Owners Recoup after Tremendous Anti Freedom Legislation



April 2013



In Massachusetts at GOAL we have and will continue to seek the repeal of draconian, complex, and useless gun laws that run afoul of the Constitution. We are also aggressively fighting ongoing attempts to restrict our freedoms in the form of arbitrary 7 round magazine limits and mandatory liability insurance on firearm ownership.



Even more absurd is a proposed mandatory insurance requirement for gun owners. This can be likened to compulsory insurance for the right to speak freely or assemble or even requiring a policy to prevent random searches of your home or private property. Sadly, the idea is not all that far from reality and in Germany, among other countries, police are allowed to enter one’s home unannounced to check and make sure firearms are locked and that owner’s have complied with the state dictated gun laws. “This will never happen here” is not an acceptable response. It can and it will if we do not unite and heed the call to action.



Earlier this month, Jim Wallace, GOAL’s executive director asked radio pundit Jim Braude, “How many rounds are okay for a criminal?” This statement sums up the very



Now is the time to recognize that here in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts we must FIGHT not only to expand our rights, but to change the nature of the debate and recog-



140, sec 131M to say that the large simply does not exist. capacity magazine had to be lawWith the evidence clear that the fully possessed in Massachusetts on opinion offered by EOPSS staff beSection 2 of the bill mimics the 9/13/94. Otherwise it is illegal.” ing factually incorrect we request previous section by adding the increased penalties for “covert” weap- The first concern is that this state- that your office issue a letter corons. MGL c. 140 sec. 131N describes ment is factually incorrect. There recting the information. This letter these weapons as… “(i) constructed is no mention in sec. 131M of be- should contain the representation in a shape that does not resemble ing possessed in Massachusetts of the law that persons propera handgun, short-barreled rifle or and there is no evidence that there ly licensed can sell, offer for sale, short-barreled shotgun including, was ever legislative intent to do so. transfer or possess a large capacbut not limited to, covert weapons There is actually clear evidence to ity feeding device that was lawfully that resemble key-chains, pens, cig- the contrary given by MGL c. 140, possessed on September 13, 1994. arette-lighters or cigarette-packages; sec 123 dealing with handgun sales. We thank you for your quick attenor (ii) not detectable as a weapon or That statute passed in the same legtion to this problem and hope that potential weapon by x-ray machines islation in 1998 clearly shows its as Governor you would agree procommonly used at airports or walk- intent by including only firearms viding misinformation regarding possessed under a Massachusetts lithrough metal detectors.” firearms greatly reduces the credThe bill goes on to increase mandatory cense. ibility of the agency. minimums for violations of specific MGL c. 140, sec 123: Clauses Eighgun laws. The major problem with teenth to Twenty-first, inclusive, of supporting such efforts is that far too many lawful citizens can get caught up the first paragraph shall not apply Sincerely, to: (a) any firearm lawfully owned or in the convoluted laws in the ComJames L. Wallace monwealth. If the laws are not confus- possessed under a license issued under this chapter on or before October Executive Director ing enough, then there is the agency’s 21, 1998 offering “interpretations” of the law. Cc: James E. Timilty, Senate Chair For instance, thousands of licensed gun As further evidence, MGL c. 140, Joint Committee on Public Safety owners in the Commonwealth have sec 131M was amended in Chapter ad Homeland Security, been purchasing “pre ban” magazines 150 of the Acts of 2004 “An Act Furunder the exemption in the law that ther Regulating Certain Weapons” Harold P. Naughton, Jr., House allows it. MGL c. 140 sec. 131M spe- July 1, 2004. Among several amend- Chair Joint Committee on Public cifically states: “No person shall sell, ments to the Commonwealth’s gun Safety and Homeland Security, offer for sale, transfer or possess an laws, the legislature did not feel the Kenneth J. Donnelly, Senate Chair assault weapon or a large capacity need to include language limiting Joint Committee on State Adminfeeding device that was not otherwise possession of large capacity feeding istration and Regulatory Oversight, lawfully possessed on September 13, devices to be in Massachusetts prior Peter V. Kocot, House Chair Joint 1994.” The Massachusetts Executive to 1994. Committee on State Administration Office of Public Safety and Security and Regulatory Oversight, Rich(EOPSS) has issued an “interpreta- The second concern is that an agency ard T. Moore, Senate President Pro tion” that the language means law- is claiming to have the authority to Tempore, George N. Peterson, Jr., fully possessed in Massachusetts. interpret law. It is our understand- House Assistant Minority Leader This simply is not the case and as a ing that interpretations of law are result GOAL has sent a letter asking the purview of the Massachusetts Attorney General or the Courts of the Governor to address this issue. the Commonwealth. If there could March 18, 2013 be any argument made regarding Governor Deval Patrick the authority to promulgate regulaState House, Room 360 tions, there certainly could be none made for inserting language that Boston, MA 02133 loughs and probation for persons convicted under the law.



nature of this debate, is it acceptable for the government to define what you NEED, and where will the line be drawn?



nize real solutions to the problem of violence in America. This debate is not about guns or gun rights; it is about your civil right to defend your individual liberty and your family. GOAL is asking for your support, if you are not a member please join us as together we stop any legislation that will put a law abiding citizen in jail. (It could be YOU one day) And, equally important is reminding your legislator respectfully where you stand on this issue on a regular basis.



RE: Current laws regarding large capacity feeding devices. Dear Governor, It has come to the attention of Gun Owners’ Action League that the Executive Office of Public Safety and Security (EOPSS) is providing misinformation to the public regarding the current large capacity feeding device laws. Current Massachusetts law states the following: Chapter 140, Section 131M. No person shall sell, offer for sale, transfer or possess an assault weapon or a large capacity feeding device that was not otherwise lawfully possessed on September 13, 1994…



THIS SLUG GUN IS NO SCATTER GUN. The new 20 gauge slug gun from Savage is engineered around our proven 110 rifle action for rifle-like performance. If your slug gun is built on any other platform, it’s for the birds.



savagearms.com



On Monday, March 18, 2013 I was forwarded an email or internet posting from Elisabeth Ryan from EOPSS stating the following: “EOPSS and FRB interpret MGL c.



Thank You Members! RAYMOND GENEST, GALE KEELER, ROBERT WALSH, EVERETT CASTRO, PATRICK RILEY, EDWARD ROMAN, WALTER HUMPHREY, JOHN MITCHELL, KYLE MUELLER, ANTHONY GALLUZZO, LOUIS CAMARRA, RICHARD RODWELL JR., DAVID MICHALAK, JOSHUA PETRELLI, MICHAEL LOFTUS, CARL BALDUF, HENRY DESMARAIS, RICHARD JABLONSKI, MICHAEL KOPROWSKI, GEORGE SAMARA, JR., JAMES ELLSWORTH, TOM CHEDA, DINO PELLEGRINO, THOMAS LUPACZYK, PAUL KAITZ, RONALD MEHLHORN, JAMES M C L AU G H L I N , NELSON NORTHERN, HOMER MAY, VASILIOS VAGENAS, MICHAEL CHUTE, GEORGE KIRK, WAYNE HUMPHREY, MIKE HILL, EDWARD HELER, PHILIP COPE, JOHN BOARDMAN, RICHARD KING, JR, THOMAS MCCLOUD, BLAIR MCKEE, ANDRE GUAY, MICHAEL ESPERANCA, MATTHEW CENTANNI, ANTHONY KARTSONIS, JAMES HANKS, KIAN TAJIANI, RALPH MANGANELLI, HENRY LEBLANC, DONALD FREER, DANIEL LAPEN, DONALD LECLAIR, RALPH MARQUIT, JEAN WAITE, STEPHEN JEZAK, DAVID PRUDEN, MIKE MATTALIANO, EUGENE DUGAL, GEORGIA SCHNEIDER, DANIEL PECK, BRYAN STADNICKI, STEWART SCHUYLER JR. Sustaining G. Reynolds, A. Swift, J. DeDominicis, D. Brown, D. MacEachern, J. Debergalis Jr., S. Goselin



Would you like to save GOAL $$ and not miss a bit of news? It’s easy! You can help us out by ‘unsubscribing’ to our mailings, including this newspaper by calling us at the GOAL office; let us know that you wish to ‘go paperless’. Dont worry, we will have the monthly GOAL Newspaper posted online for free viewing every month! If you have e-mail you can also get our weekly mailing, the ever popular ‘Friday News’ by visiting our website - www.goal.org and clicking on the ‘Friday News’ logo at the bottom of any page. Every member that ‘unsubscribes’ from this newspaper contributes to our cause - the restoration of our Second Amendment freedoms in Massachusetts.
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GOAL News - Print Edition What’s the real agenda Join GOAL! Use this handy form to join GOAL, or join online at: here? Contd. from page 5 www.goal.org/joingoal.html would benefit the most from being able to lawfully possess and carry a firearm for self protection. (excluding of course the “Limousine Liberals” of the Northeast corridor who simply think all guns are icky and are solely responsible for “gun crime” as if no human every loaded, chambered, pointed, or pulled the trigger of said gun)



Our Director of Education Jon Green had a great time down at Nauset Rod & Gun Club last weekend teaching and certifying another batch of NRA Instructors. Here’s a class shot, apparently Jon didn’t get the Garand memo. We would like to congratulate all of the newly minted NRA Certified Instructors!



GOAL News Print Edition



Instructor course: NRA Personal Protection in the Home. GOAL Director of Education Jon Green (pictured at left) had a great time teaching this course and was impressed with the great facilities at Lee. Thanks again to Lee Sportsmen’s Association for hosting!



Conversely, the legislators who most often work to protect our Second Amendment Freedoms often represent areas where violent crime is almost non-existent and American traditions endure from generation to generation. This is where the transformation battle is currently being waged. On one side we have our President and Senators like Maloney, Feinstein etc… and on the other we have Senators like Cruz, Grassley and others who not only have a great understanding of what the Second Amendment is, but fight to protect it. It’s a battle for the heart and soul of America, waged for the most part by career politicians who have lost all touch with reality and what a large majority of Americans want from their elected officials.



Gun Owners’ Action League Membership Application



5 NEW MEMBER 5 RENEWAL #



DATE: NAME:



$155 M.I.



LAST



FIRST



ADDRESS: CITY: PH: (



STATE: )



EMAIL:



PAYMENT INFORMATION CHARGE TO:



ZIP:



5CASH 5 CHECK#



5 AMEX 5 VISA 5 MASTERCARD 5 DISCOVER



| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ACCOUNT #



| | | | CID



| | | | | MO



YR



$15000 $30000



MEMBER SIGNATURE (CREDIT CARD ONLY)



Obama’s critical mistake. Another great class. At the end of March we had a great class of students take part in our NRA Basic Pistol Instructors course. This 3 day course upon completion will leave you certified by the NRA as an NRA Instructor, it’s a lot of work but well worth it!



New Range Safety Officers! We had the pleasure of teaching a great group of students at Westwood Gun Club last month. Thanks again to Westwood for hosting this great class!



He has overlooked a very simple thing and it’s a doozy. His arrogance and life in the bubble left him clueless as to who the American people are. There’s an old saying when it comes to Americans, “don’t tread on me”. That’s exactly what our President has done; he’s pissed off a large majority of Americans who were literally sleepwalking through life tuned worried about jobs, getting kids to soccer practice and looking forward to a night of watching sitcoms on network TV. That’s changing, we’re waking up in large numbers and we don’t like what we’re seeing. So, how do we stop this transformation? Stopping them is simple and difficult all at the same time. Simple in that we need to come together and say “enough”. Difficult in that it’s a long, time - consuming process, remember it took the progressive movement 4+ decades to get where they are and they’re still far from completing their agenda. Defeating and turning this around will take focus, planning, determination and patience. It’s a long road to get back and the journey will not be easy, then again, “we the people” aren’t afraid of a little hard work, never have been, never will be.



Finnerty - Reloading Bench Continued from page 18 into the shell holder, and run the ram all the way up. 3. Remove the seating stem from the die and screw the die body into the press until you feel the die contact the top of the case, then back it OFF one full turn. Run the empty case up and down to verify that the die does not contact the case mouth, and temporarily lock the die in place. 4. Place a bullet onto the empty case, re-install the seating stem into the die, and gradually seat the bullet until you achieve the desired cartridge overall length. 5. Remove the dummy round from the shell holder and put it aside. 6. Back the seating stem way out (or take it out). 7. Put a round of factory ammo into the shell holder and run the ram all the way up. 8. Loosen the locking nut on the die and screw the die body into the press until the die touches the factory round. The crimp shoulder inside the die body is now touching the top of the factory crimp. 9. Lower the press’s ram to back the factory round out.



10. If the press cams over at the top of the stroke (like an L-N-L single stage), back the die off 1/4 of a turn. If the press does not cam over at top (like a Rockchucker or most progressives), screw the die in an additional 1/4 turn. 11. Lock the die in place. 12. Remove the factory round, and run your dummy round back up into the die. Reinstall the seating stem and turn it until it touches the top of the bullet. Remove your dummy round and inspect the crimp. This will get the crimp very close. Adjust as needed, but you should never have to turn the die more than 1/2 turn in either direction from this point onward. If you do, you’re doing it wrong. Keep the dummy round you made to use as a gage to aide future setups when you load the same bullets again. For a dedicated crimping die, perform steps 6-11 above, using a factory round as a gage to get the crimp close.



gage. A cartridge gage is a cylinder of steel with a very tight version of your gun’s chamber in it. To use the gage, simply drop the finished cartridge into the opening. If it fits in the gage, it will fit in your chamber. These gages are caliber-specific, and allow you to quickly check the cartridge’s overall length, diameter, and case length.



Verifying Proper Crimp



Jim Finnerty is an NRA-Certified Metallic Cartridge Reloading instructor. Jim teaches several different reloading classes at GOAL, as well as at gun shops and clubs around the area. For more information, please visit Jim’s website at www.MassReloading.com



The most valuable tool to help you to verify that you have the right amount of crimp is a cartridge



If the cartridge won’t gage, it might not chamber. If you haven’t crimped enough to fully remove the belling, the cartridge will not gage. Also, if you over-crimp, it is possible to bulge the case just below the mouth to the point where the cartridge is out of spec. A case gage will also detect this condition. A final step to verify that you’re not over taper crimping is to make up a dummy round, and pull the bullet. Inspect the pulled bullet for any deformation where the case mouth was previously located. An obvious dent or ridge around the circumference of the pulled bullet can indicate excessive crimp.
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The Reloading Bench By Jim Finnerty



Five Little Things That Make Reloading Easier



THE POWER OF PERSONAL PROTECTION THE COMFORT OF REDUCED RECOIL



Handgun Cartridge Crimping



perience reduced accuracy due to a deformed bullet; at worst you’ll cut Judging by the volume of questions through the plating or bullet jacket, I’ve been receiving about the subwhich can strip off when fired and ject, the crimping process for handwind up in the barrel or forcing gun cartridges continues to confuse cone. No good can come of that. people that are new to reloading. In this article, I’ll try to clarify things. Since a roll crimp provides extra hold between the bullet and the In reloading terms, the crimp is an case, it should be used in applicaoperation performed by a die on tions where bullet pull is likely. the mouth of the case. Sometimes the crimp is applied to provide ad- The term ‘bullet pull’ describes ditional ‘hold’ between the case and a condition where the bullet in a the bullet. Other times, it can sim- loaded cartridge works its way out ply be an operation that removes of the case during recoil. This usuthe belling on a straight-walled case ally occurs in magnum revolvers, or to allow it to chamber freely. Car- very lightweight revolvers that fire tridges can be crimped using a dedi- non-magnum cartridges. Under cated crimping die as an additional recoil, the sudden backward acceloperation, or a crimp can be applied eration of the revolver causes the with a combination seating/crimp- bullets in the rounds remaining in ing die as the bullet is seated. All the cylinder to pull out of the case handgun cartridges require some slightly; and each shot causes more pull. This results in inconsistent igsort of crimp. nition, and can even can cause the There are two types of crimp used revolver to lock up after a few shots when reloading handgun cartridges: if a bullet protrudes out the front of the roll crimp and the taper crimp. the cylinder far enough to contact the frame. When slower burning powders are used, a strong roll crimp can produce more consistent powder ignition and velocity. The additional hold provided by a roll crimp can keep the bullet in place in the case a tiny fraction of a second longer, Jacketed bullet with a cannelure (L) and cast lead which results in a more consistent bullet with a crimp groove (R ) Both of these bullets can be roll burn. Magnum revolver cartridges loaded with powders like H110, Roll Crimping W296, IMR 4227, or Hodgdon Lil’ With a roll crimp, the diameter at Gun perform better with a strong the very end of the case mouth is roll crimp (this is often mentioned reduced, and rolled inward toward in the reloading manual as well). the bullet, leaving a slight radius at When Should a Roll Crimp Be the top of the case. Since the case Used? mouth is ‘embedded’ into the side of the bullet, the bullet itself must A roll crimp can be used on any carbe of a design capable of accepting tridge that headspaces on the rim, a roll crimp; in other words, the belt, or shoulder, when it is loaded bullet must feature some place for with the appropriate bullet (see the crimp to go. Cast lead bullets above). A different type of crimp designed for a roll crimp feature a is needed when the cartridge headcrimp groove, into which the case spaces on the case mouth, or when a mouth is rolled during the crimp- bullet without a cannelure or crimp ing process. Jacketed bullets have groove is used. a feature called a cannelure. A cannelure is a row of small vertical ‘fins’ embossed into the jacket around the circumference of the bullet. The purpose of the cannelure is to provide a place for the case mouth to grip the bullet - that will not deform the bullets or allow the case mouth to cut through the jacket. During These bullets have no cannelure or crimp groove, crimping, the case mouth flattens and can be used only with a taper crimp out the small fins when it is rolled into the bullet. Taper Crimping A roll crimp should not be applied to any cast lead bullet that does not Unlike a roll crimp, a taper crimp have a crimp groove, or any plated does not leave a radiused edge on or jacketed bullet without a cann- the case mouth. A taper crimp simelure. At the very least you will ex- ply flattens out the ‘belling’ that was



A Cartridge Gage can be used to verify the proper amount of crimp



previously done by the expander die, and squeezes the case mouth tightly against (but still mostly parallel to) the sides of the bullet. A taper crimp leaves a distinct ‘step’ at the top edge of the case mouth.



Crimping Dies In three-die pistol sets, the seating die does double duty as the crimping die. The seating stem in the die seats the bullet, and the die body itself has an internal contour that will produce a crimp on the case mouth. Therefore, the height of the seating stem controls the bullet seating depth (and cartridge overall length), while the height of the die body in the press controls the amount of crimp. Combination seating/crimping dies are available that will produce a taper crimp only, a roll crimp only, or either type of crimp depending on the height of the die body in the press. Dies of the latter type will produce a taper crimp when the inside of the die body first contacts the case mouth; and will leave a roll crimp if the die is set deeper in the press.



There are dedicated crimping dies available for sale by themselves, or as part of a 4-die pistol set. If a sepWhen Should a Taper Crimp Be arate crimp die is used, the combiUsed? nation seating/crimping die should A taper crimp should be used for be set up only to seat the bullet by any rimless straight-walled or ta- backing off the die body a turn or pered case (like the 9mm, .40 S&W, two so that it does not touch the .45 ACP, etc) because these cartridg- case mouth during the seating proes headspace on the case mouth. If cess. a roll crimp is used on any of these Many reloaders that use cast lead (or other rimless straight-walled bullets for semi-auto pistols prefer cartridges), the round will not a separate taper crimp die. The reaproperly headspace in the chamber. son is that a combination seating/ Instead, it will likely headspace on crimping die crimps the cartridge the extractor. If conditions are just during the seating process, while right - or wrong depending on how the bullet is still moving. This can you look at it – a cartridge of this result in a small raised ‘ridge’ of lead type with either a roll crimp or too at the case mouth that can affect the much taper crimp can fire with the way the cartridge chambers/headcase mouth pushed into the rifling. spaces. Separating the seating and This will cause an extreme prescrimping operations prevents this sure spike which can result in cataridge from forming. strophic failure of the cartridge case and the firearm. Setting Up The Crimping Die



THE RUGER



®



LC380



™



The Ruger® LC380™ is the perfect pairing of the award-winning LC9® pistol and the popular .380 Auto cartridge. It features a dovetailed,



A Dedicated separate taper crimp die



Note that there is no reason why you Here is an easy way to set up a comcan’t apply a taper crimp to a bullet bination seating/crimping die: with a cannelure or crimp groove, 1. Take the die out of the press. however, the bullet does not need to 2. Place a sized and belled (but have either of these features in order not primed and charged) case for a taper crimp to be used.



high visibility 3-dotsight system, 7-round magazine and finger grip extension floorplate, manual safety, loaded chamber indicator and light recoil spring for an easy-to-manipulate slide. The LC380™ is Ruger’s lightest recoiling personal protection centerfire pistol yet.



Finger Grip Extension Floorplate Can Be Added to the Magazine for Comfort and Grip, Included FREE



Same Size as the LC9® but with a Lighter Recoil Spring for Easier Slide Manipulation



WWW.RUGER.COM/LC380 ©2013 Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc.
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Dovetailed, High-Visibility 3-Dot Sight System
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